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par
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RÉSUMÉ

On donne une description d'IRUS (Intrusion Resistant Underground
Structure), une enceinte souterraine destinée aux DRFI ayant une période
radioactive dangereuse de 500 ans devant commencer à recevoir des déchets
en 1991. Les programmes de RD à l'appui d'IRUS se concentrent sur
l'optimalisation des matériaux de barrières, tels que les couches de
béton et tampon, et la compréhension de la chimie et physique des processus
se produisant dans l'enceinte. Les évaluations de la sûreté par le
programme COSMOS S/D montrent que les risques que présentent IRUS pour la
population critique sont bien dans les limites réglementaires.
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ABSTRACT

A description is provided of IRUS (Intrusion Resist-
ant Underground Structure), a belovground vault
intended for LLRV with a hazardous lifetime of 500
years, and scheduled to start accepting wastes in
1991. The R&D programs in support of IRUS are con-
centrating on the optimization of barrier materials,
such as concrete and buffer layers, and on under-
standing the chemistry and physics of the processing
occurring within the vault. Safety assessments using
the COSMOS S/D code have shown that the risks to the
critical population from IRUS are well within regula-
tory limits.
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INTRODUCTION

A program is underway at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) to
proceed from the current practice of storage of low-level radioactive
wastes (LLRV) to permanent disposal [1,2). The strategy Involved Is to
sort the LLRV into broad categories based on the duration of their hazard
and to natch each category to an appropriate disposal technology.
Initially, work is concentrating on the development of a belovground vault,
labelled as the Intrusion-Resistant Underground Structure (IRUS), suitable
for wastes with a hazardous lifetime of 500 years or less.

DESIGN

The four main design requirements applied to the IRUS concept were: to
minimize the entry of water into the vault; to avoid the bathtub effect; to
discourage inadvertent Intrusion; and to restrict the loss of radionuclides
from the vault. Multiple engineered barriers are employed to meet these
requirements.

As shown in the sectional view of IRUS after closure (Figure 1), the one-
metre-thick reinforced concrete roof and the 0.6-metre-thick walls serve
both as the primary water barrier and to discourage inadvertent intrusion.
IRUS is located in a free-draining sand deposit with the foundations at
least one metre above the highest recorded water table, a location which
avoids flooding and helps prevent the bathtub effect. The bathtub effect
is further avoided by making the floor of the vault permeable, so that any
water that might eventually enter the vault is permitted to drain out
quickly, avoiding prolonged contact with the wastes and thereby minimizing
leaching of radionuclides from the waste packages. The floor contains two
buffer layers: a 0.5 metre-thick mixture of sand and clinoptilolite, and a
0.5 metre-thick mixture of sand and Dochart clay. The clinoptilolite and
clay have the capacity to sorb many critical radionuclides from aqueous
solution, and thus can reduce radionudide escape from the vault.

Each IRUS module is 32 m long, 22 m wide, and 9 • deep, and is divided into
six cells with a total internal volume of 5 033 m3. The walls are arched
so that when the cells are empty, the external soil pressure creates
compressive stresses within the walls, reducing the need for reinforcing
bars and decreasing costs.

During the operating phase, IRUS is covered with a temporary weathershield
building (Figure 2). The building contains an unloading dock and a gantry
crane for transferring waste packages and backfill to the cells. Once a
layer of waste packages has been placed in a cell, it is covered with a
layer of sand backfill to decrease the overhead radiation field and to
reduce the likelihood of fire In the waste packages. After each module Is
filled and capped, the weathershield building and crane are dismantled and
moved to the next module for repeated use.
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FIGURE 1: IRUS AFTER CLOSURE
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Once the repository is filled with waste, the one-metre-thick reinforced
concrete roof is poured in place (Figure 1). The outer surfaces of
concrete are sealed vith water-resistant coatings and the roof is covered
with a polymeric membrane. The whole facility is then buried beneath an
earthen cap of sufficient thickness to place the concrete roof below the
maximum expected frost penetration. The cap incorporates a subsurface
drain to divert infiltrating water away from the vault. The earthen
surface is contoured and stabilized by planting it with hardy vegetation.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Development work associated vith the disposal project is multifaceted.
Waste processing studies seek to -reduce waste volumes and increase both
waste stability and leach resistance. Improvements are being made to a
waste characterization monitor for determining the radlonuclide inventory
of various waste forms [3]. A concrete durability study is aimed at
understanding the degradation processes in concrete and at obtaining a
formulation for concrete that is durable for 500 years [4]. Radionuclide
absorption on buffers is being investigated to understand their behaviour
and to recommend appropriate buffer layer compositions for IRUS [5].
Studies are being made of the degradation of various waste forms and of the
physical and chemical environment inside a closed vault [6]. Finally,
radionuclide migration through saturated and unsaturated media is being
investigated [5].

ASSESSMENT CODE

The COSMOS-S/D code [7], developed at CRNL, is used for pathways analysis
to predict the risk and dose to the critical population. The code
Incorporates a roof failure function, based on considerations of concrete
failure by various degradation processes. It models failure of waste
containers and the consequent leaching of their radionuclide contents;
migration of those nuclides through the saturated and unsaturated media,
such as backfill, buffer layers, and geologic strata. It determines the
dispersion of the radionudides in surface waters, in the sediments and in
the atmosphere by evaporation. The code also describes the removal of
radionuclides froa the groundwater by a well, and their release to the
atmosphere from irrigation sprays. Finally, It calculates the potential
dose to an affected population and the associated maximum risk.

The COSMOS code can be run in deterministic or stochastic modes. In the
deterainistic mode, It utilizes a "best set" of model parameters, whereas
in the stochastic mode, It combines some hundreds of runs using parameters
sampled from appropriate distributions.



LICERSIHG AND SAFETY

The Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) is responsible for regulating
radioactive waste management facilities in Canada. Regulatory Document
R-104 requires that the risk limit not exceed 1 0 ' serious health effects
per year and sets the maximum allowable dose at 0.05 mSv per year to the
critical population (8]. Licensing of such facilities requires that a
safety and environmental assessment document be prepared for each phase of
the project, from conceptual design and site selection through to
construction, operation and closure. All of the these documents provide
analyses of the dose to the operators during waste loading (except for the
closure document), and the dose and risk to the critical population after
closure.

Deterministic runs done for IRUS in the Concept Safety Assessment Report
using the COSMOS code predicted that the maximum annual dose obtained by an
individual in the critical group from the water pathway is 1.2 x 10~* mSv/a
from Co-60, well below the dose limit of 5 x 10~2 mSv/a permitted by R-104
[9]. A stochastic case, involving 250 runs, was performed for the leaching
of Sr-90, Co-60 and Cs-137 from baled waste [10]. The maximum risk was
found to be 3 x 10*10, well below the AECB limit of 10"6, and it was
predicted to occur about 70 years after emplacement. In all of the cases
examined, both during the operating period and after closure, all exposures
were well below the AECB limits.

SCHEDULE

The conceptual design and the site location for IRUS have been approved by
the AECB. Detailed design work is scheduled to be completed in 1989.
Construction is expected to take two years, so that the first wastes are
planned to be loaded in 1991.

SUMMARY

At CRNL, the first major project in the transition from storage of LLRV to
permanent disposal is the construction of a belowground vault, termed IRUS.
It is intended to contain wastes with a hazardous lifetime of up to 500
years.

Research is concentrating on the optimization of barrier materials for
IRUS, in studying their degradation and in understanding the physics and
chemistry of vault atmospheres. Safety assessments using the COSNOS-S/D
code have shown the predicted risk and dose to the critical population are
significantly below the regulatory limits.
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